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It is time to reconnect to your Feminine Heart
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If you are feeling lost, deflated, exhausted and unhappy in your life it is because you have

become disconnected from your feminine heart due to painful life experiences and the

Masculine ways of living which are exhausting your soul so much so that you feel you are just

existing in the world.

If you are reading this Guide right now, I know either way that you are curious about your own

self discovery journey and a new way of living. 

Let’s begin with why you feel you don’t peace, joy and wellbeing in your life right now. 

You have been born into a world which is dominated by masculine aspects and values, these

include hard work, constantly doing and being busy, striving and forcing for things, leading from

your logical practical mind, told to be strong and not to show weakness or to be lazy. Sound

familiar ? 

Welcome, beloved..
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While you need masculine aspects and energies in the way you live, the modern world has

become unbalanced with too much unhealthy masculine aspects so that your spirit has also

become unbalanced and it is causing you to feel the effects of this imbalance in your mind and

body.  

You can’t always be living in the masculine energies of living, this is why there are so many souls

who are exhausted, deflated and suffering ill and emotional health right now, trying to keep up

the fast paced way of life. Is it any wonder you don’t have peace as you’re constantly doing and

worrying? No joy as you feel constantly exhausted and over worked? And your wellbeing is

suffering because you have to keep up, keep pushing and surviving? 

What you are missing is the Feminine aspects for a balanced life.

Aspects which have been lost long ago. 

The feminine aspects of living is what will help you restore balance in your daily life and restore

peace, joy and wellbeing within you. 

The Feminine aspects will also help restore how we all live and they will help heal the wounded

masculine ways of living back into balance and harmony. 

But it doesn’t start waiting for the world to get better…or the world to hand you these feminine

aspects..no….

It begins with you choosing to bring this balance back into your own life

It begins with you incorporating these lost feminine aspects into your days.

It begins with you wanting and working towards your own peace, Joy and wellbeing. 

It begins with you walking the Divine Feminine way of living.
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To do this you have to learn to reconnect to the light of your heart. 

All your divine Feminine wisdom resides there. 

There are 3 steps to Divine Feminine Living all which have important feminine aspects to

incorporate into your life. These are: Reconnect, Nurture and Activate.  

RECONNECT is the important first step for all the other steps and which the Feminine aspects

will grow and bloom from. 

Right now if you’re feeling lost, exhausted and deflated, over worrying, over doing, over thinking

you are disconnected from your Feminine heart, you are living from your over exhausted

Masculine mind and if you are wanting peace, joy and wellbeing it starts by learning to step out

of your mind and into the stillness of your heart.

Reconnect has the lost Feminine aspects Being and Intuition. 

Two important aspects you have forgotten to use in your daily life. Being means to learn to slow

down, stop and just be.. which is hard as you are told not to rest, to do more and keep going.

When you feel overwhelmed or exhausted do you step back and breathe or keep going and

pushing ? 

Being is the aspect where you give yourself space to rest, recharge and reconnect to the present

moment, to your breath and to your inner wisdom. Without learning to be still, enjoying the

silence and being in the present moment you will find it hard to listen to your intuition, your

body’s needs, to heal, and to go forth in your life. 

Intuition is heard when you are still from your minds thoughts, you don’t have to be sat in

meditation for hours to hear the whispers of your soul, you could be out walking in nature,

relaxing as you take a bath, in down dog in yoga practice, reading a book, painting or when you

are falling asleep but you can only hear the guidance when you are reconnected to your feminine

heart. 
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For peace and well being you also need to heal and Nurture your heart space from what is

weighing it down. NURTURING is the second step to connecting to your heart space and governs

the Feminine aspects of Compassion, forgiveness, self care and self love. 

This is the space you need as you go on a deep self discovery journey to uncover

who you really are and want, 

to let go, to forgive, 

to hold and care for yourself, 

to nurture and heal you inner child, 

to find your soul truths. 

Self-care and self love is the looking after yourself stage, to put your wellbeing, needs, healing

into your own hands and to give yourself the care and love you that you deserve and need. 

It can be uneasy and not quick to cleanse your heart and will be painful to open old wounds but

when the weight is lifted the light can shine. 

Nurturing also needs a strong reconnection to your heart to be grounded strongly as you move

through this stage in your healing and discovery journey.
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You have to find peace within your inner world. 

You have to heal for your wellbeing 

You have to embrace and share your joys and passions 

Once you have lifted your heart space from pain and opened it once more to life, you can

ACTIVATE the light of your heart: 

The Feminine aspects here are, Joy, Passion and Flow. 

This means that once you have discovered your soul truths and values you can follow your

passions and joys in life, to rediscover what lights you up and to do more of things that bring you

joy and raise your vibrations and energy instead of deflating it.

You can reconnect to your inner child and see the world through their eyes once more with

magic, creativity and wonder.  

You can begin to live life according to your truths, values and own energy with balance.

You learn to flow through life, your days, your energy, your emotions and feelings with a strong

connection and honour to each of them from your heart space and with compassion, love and

peace. 

Peace, joy and wellbeing doesn’t come to you from the external world, they reside within you…
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Reconnect: To step out from your Masculine Mind and

reconnect to your Feminine hear space.

Nurture: To cleanse and care for your heart, mind and body

with love and compassion. 

Activate: To follow your passions and joys in your life to live

with joy.  

The Three Steps:

BEING: learning to be still and present in each moment

INTUITION: Learning to listen, trust and follow your inner

wisdom

COMPASSION: To have compassion for yourself and your

journey

 TRUTH: To discover your soul values and truth to live by

them

JOY: To incorpate more joy and fun into your days

FLOW: To learn to flow in the natural ebb and flow of life,

your energy and your emotions and honour them.  

The Feminine Aspects:

Am i disconnected from my heart space? 

Why is this? 

Which Feminine Aspects am I missing from my life? 

Why is this?

Am I ready to reconnect to my heart? 

Where do I need to give myself self-care & self love? 

Am I ready to discover my soul truths?

Am I ready to incorporate joy back into my life? 

Ask Yourself....



Living from the light of your heart.

Trusting and following your intuition.

Nurturing your mind, body and spirit.

Bringing passion back into your days. 

Living by your soul values

Each month will focus on an important Divine Feminine aspect that you can begin to

reconnect with, heal and embrace in your daily life. 

Guidance, wisdom and practical practices on how to incorporate the monthly Divine Feminine aspect into

your life.

Each month will see a mix of audios, workbooks, affirmations and meditations for you to practice to

reconnect, nurture and activate the Feminine light of your heart. 

Be more calm and present in your daily life

Be able to listen, trust and follow your heart

Better emotional and physical wellbeing

More joy and happiness in your days

Less exhaustion and stress 

More clarity and connection to your inner light

"Aren't you tired of carrying around what is weighing your heart down? 

Aren't you exhausted of just existing in a world that doesn't let you shine? 

A new way of living and being is waiting for you, a journey to help you reconnect to the light of your

heart, a space where it is safe to be nurtured and cared for, an open door to let joy and passion for

life back into your days, it's all here waiting for you......"

Light sister, it is time for you reconnect to your Feminine heart and begin to embrace the Divine Feminine way

of living. You deserve to glow, be free and live your life full of peace, joy and well-being and these monthly

circles can show you how.

Divine Feminine Living is about: 

It is about bringing balance back into your exhausted days and passion into where you may feel deflated in life. 

Divine Feminine Living Monthly Circle is your safe space to learn and embrace the Divine Feminine and to

transform your life.

What you can expect from the circles:

Divine Feminine Living circle is your monthly space to nurture your spirit, for self-love, self-care and self-

discovery.

What are the benefits of Divine Feminine Living ?



A space where every month I share an important divine feminine aspect you can embrace

and incorporate into your daily life. 

A space where you are supported but can walk your journey in your own time. 

A space where you can begin to reconnect, nurture and activate the light of your heart. 

A space where you can step out of the external chaos and step into the stillness of the

nurturing Feminine to find peace, joy and wellbeing once more. 

This is why I have created the Divine Feminine Monthly Circles.

Beloved, you don’t have to struggle anymore, let the arms of the Divine Feminine hold,

care and love you as you journey home to yourself. 

Click below to reconnect to your Feminine heart.. 

Donna is an intuitive writer, a Divine Feminine Living Spiritual educator

and a digital creator. 

 

Donna Lives the Divine Feminine way after living with CFS/M.E. most of

her life, she values peace, freedom, passion and creativity in life and as a

spiritual guide she helps others reconnect to their own Feminine heart

and their soul values so they to can live with peace, joy and well-being in

their life. 

 

Donna shares her Feminine wisdom and her spiritual practices in her

Monthly circles and her 6 week course book and is currently writing her

third book. 

 

"I wanted to create a space to share my spiritual Divine Feminine wisdom,

practical practices and hold space for others. We all deserve to live a life

of peace, joy and wellbeing and within these monthly circles I am

honoured to show you how."

Donna 

https://www.patreon.com/divinefeminineliving
https://www.donna-owens.com/introduction-to-dfl

